Anatomy of a Quick Trade Ticket
Quick Trade provides you with greater control and transparency over
the way that your order is traded.

FX

Anatomy of an FX Quick Trade Ticket
PRODUCT ICON

Allows you to launch
and toggle between
different FX product
Trade Tickets

SEARCH ICON

Allows you to search for and
select from our extensive range
of instruments. Your selection will
update the Trade Ticket to display
the instrument that you wish to
trade.

INSTRUMENT

(EURUSD)
Displays the instrument
that you wish to trade.

AMOUNT

The notional amount that
you wish to trade. When
trading large amounts we
provide partial fills, meaning
that if we can’t fill your
entire order, we’ll fill you
at the maximum amount
available.

TYPE

Select the order type that
you wish to use to enter a
position:
• Quick Trade orders for
immediate execution,
with or without a predefined Price Tolerance.
• Resting Limit, Market
and Stop orders for
longer durations i.e
Day Order, Good Til.
Cancelled etc).

SELL/BUY PRICES

Click Buy or Sell to place a Limit Order
with a pre-defined Price Tolerance. Adding
Price Tolerance ensures that your order is
only executed within a range that you are
comfortable accepting (see Edit Price Tolerance).
The minimum price (when selling) and maximum
price (when buying) are displayed on the Trade
Ticket below the Spot Price i.e. ‘Limit @ x.xxxx’.

EDIT PRICE TOLERANCE

Price tolerance enables you to define the minimum
price (when selling) or maximum price (when
buying) that you are comfortable accepting (i.e.
a Limit Order) when entering a position. Price
tolerance can specified in pip (i.e. 0.1 pips) or
percentage terms (i.e. 0.01%). The default is set to
0.01% of the Spot Price for all currency pairs, but is
configurable on an individual currency pair level.
E.g. If EURUSD is trading at 1.11660 / 1.11662 and
you add Price Tolerance of 1.0 pips. The maximum
price that you will pay to sell is 1.11650 (1.11660 –
0.00010), and the maximum price that you will pay
to buy is 1.11672 (1.11662 + 0.00010).

EDIT PRICE
TOLERANCE

Allows you to remove the
option of adding Price
Tolerance. This changes
the Quick Trade order
from a Limit Order to a
Market Order.

INITIAL MARGIN AVAILABLE

Margin available to open new positions .

INITIAL MARGIN IMPACT

Initial margin requirement to open the new position

MAINTENANCE MARGIN IMPACT

Maintenance margin requirement to maintain the open position

CFD

Anatomy of an CFD Quick Trade Ticket
SEARCH ICON

Allows you to search for and select from
our extensive range of instruments.
Your selection will update the Trade
Ticket to display the instrument that
you wish to trade.

INSTRUMENT

(GER30.I)
Displays the instrument that
you wish to trade.

TYPE

Select the order type that
you wish to use to enter a
position:
•
Quick Trade orders for
immediate execution,
with or without a Price
Tolerance.
•
Resting Limit, Market
and Stop orders for
longer durations i.e
Day Order, Good Til.
Cancelled etc).

QUANTITY

The quantity that you
wish to trade. When
Price Tolerance is ON
and you are trading large
amounts we provide
partial fills, meaning that
if we can’t fill your entire
order, we’ll fill you at
the maximum amount
available.

SELL/BUY PRICES

Click Buy or Sell to place a Market Order. Adding Price
Tolerance will convert you order to a “Limit IOC” order that
ensures that your order is only executed within a range that
you are comfortable accepting (see Edit Price Tolerance). The
minimum price (when selling) and maximum price (when
buying) are displayed on the Trade Ticket below the i.e. ‘Limit
@ x.xxxx’.

EDIT PRICE TOLERANCE

Price tolerance enables you to define the minimum
price (when selling) or maximum price (when
buying) that you are comfortable accepting (i.e.
a Limit Order) when entering a position. Price
tolerance can be specified in Ticks or Percent (i.e.
0.01%).
E.g. If Germany 30 is trading at 10,516.82 /
10,518.82 and you add Price Tolerance of 0.01%.
The maximum price that you will pay to sell is
10,515.77 (10,516.82 – 0.01%), and the maximum
price that you will pay to buy is 10,519.87 (10,518.82
+ 0.01%).

EDIT PRICE
TOLERANCE

(cross (x)-icon). Allows you
to remove the option of
adding Price Tolerance.
This changes the Quick
Trade order from a Limit
Order back to a Market
Order.

INITIAL MARGIN AVAILABLE

Nominal value displays the “leveraged market exposure” of the
order and is calculated as Bid/Ask Price x Number of contracts.

INITIAL MARGIN IMPACT

Initial margin requirement to open the new position

MAINTENANCE MARGIN IMPACT

Maintenance margin requirement to maintain the open position

GENERAL DISCLAIMER: None of the information contained herein constitutes an offer (or solicitation of an offer) to
buy or sell any currency, product or financial instrument, to make any investment, or to participate in any particular
trading strategy. This material is produced for marketing and/or informational purposes only and Saxo Bank A/S
and its owners, subsidiaries and affiliates whether acting directly or through branch offices (“Saxo Bank”) make no
representation or warranty, and assume no liability, for the accuracy or completeness of the information provided
herein. In providing this material Saxo Bank has not taken into account any particular recipient’s investment objectives,
special investment goals, financial situation, and specific needs and demands and nothing herein is intended as a
recommendation for any recipient to invest or divest in a particular manner and Saxo Bank assumes no liability for
any recipient sustaining a loss from trading in accordance with a perceived recommendation. All investments entail a
risk and may result in both profits and losses. In particular investments in leveragedproducts, such as but not limited
to foreign exchange, derivates and commodities can be very speculative and profits and losses may fluctuate both
violently and rapidly. Speculative trading is not suitable for all investors and all recipients should carefully consider their
financial situation and consult financial advisor(s) in order to understand the risks involved and ensure the suitability
of their situation prior to making any investment, divestment or entering into any transaction. Any mentioning herein,
if any, of any risk may not be, and should not be considered to be, neither a comprehensive disclosure or risks nor a
comprehensive description such risks. Any expression of opinion may be personal to the author and may not reflect
the opinion of Saxo Bank and all expressions of opinion are subject to change without notice (neither prior nor
subsequent). This disclaimer is subject to Saxo Bank’s Full Disclaimer available at www.saxobank.com/disclaimer.

